Animal models to study *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* and HIV co-infection
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**Abstract:** *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* (*M.tb*) and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) co-infection has become a public health issue worldwide. Up to now, there have been many unresolved issues either in the clinical diagnosis and treatment of *M.tb*/HIV co-infection or in the basic understanding of the mechanisms for the impairments to the immune system by interactions of these two pathogens. One important reason for these unsolved issues is the lack of appropriate animal models for the study of *M.tb*/HIV co-infection. This paper reviews the recent development of research on the animal models of *M.tb*/HIV co-infection, with a focus on the non-human primate models.
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Tuberculosis (TB) and HIV/AIDS remain two major global health problems. An estimated 12 (11−13) million people worldwide suffered from active TB, and 35.3 (32.2−38.8) million people were living with HIV in 2012 (UNAIDS, 2013; WHO, 2013). In 2012, 2.3 (1.9−2.7) million people were newly infected with HIV, and 1.6 (1.4−1.9) million people died from AIDS-related causes globally (UNAIDS, 2013). In 2012, there were an estimated 8.6 million new cases of TB (13% co-infected with HIV), and 1.3 million people died from TB, including 320 000 among people who were HIV-positive (UNAIDS, 2013; WHO, 2013).

Starting in the mid-1980s, the HIV epidemic led to a major upsurge in TB cases (Ye & Lu, 2004). TB is the most common opportunistic infection affecting 20%−50% of HIV patients. About one-quarter of deaths among people with HIV are due to TB (WHO, 2013). HIV is the most powerful known risk factor for reactivation of latent TB infection, which is a leading killer of people living with HIV. Co-infection with TB and HIV leads to challenges in both the diagnosis and treatment of TB. The mechanisms of *M.tb*/HIV co-infection/interaction and the breakdown of the immune defense of the co-infected individual are not well known. The research in the biology of concurrent *M.tb* and HIV infection is urgently needed, as it will help to reduce the risk of morbidity and mortality and the socioeconomic burden associated with these two diseases.

One of the most important challenges in studies of *M.tb*/HIV co-infection is to establish an appropriate animal model. Although small animals such as mice can be infected by *M.tb*, they are not hosts of HIV and are not suitable for the *M.tb*/HIV co-infection modelling. But some complementary mouse models, such as humanized mouse, can be used to reproduce the relevant features of *M.tb* and HIV infections. By contrast, some nonhuman primates, such as *Macaca* (macaques: rhesus, cynomolgus), can be infected by simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV), a retrovirus similar to HIV causing immunodeficiency in macaques (Lei et al, 2013; Xia et al, 2010; Zhou et al, 2013). These SIV macaque models have been widely used in HIV/AIDS research (Zhang et al, 2007a). Macaques can also be infected by *M.tb* and develop TB that is closely resemble humans. Addition-
ally, similar to humans, macaques can maintain TB latency for years and only a small proportion progress to active disease (Gormus et al., 2004). Therefore, macaques may be ideal for establishing future M.tb/HIV co-infection animal models.

**M.tb/HIV co-infection mouse model**

To circumvent the limitation that the mice cannot be infected by HIV, researchers developed two complementary mouse models. The first model is called the humanized mouse model. In this paradigm, the human immune system is reconstituted in immunodeficient mice by transplanting human hematopoietic progenitor cells (CD34+) from human cord blood (Traggiai et al., 2004). The second model is the BLT (bone marrow, liver, thymic) mice model. NOD/SCID mice are co-transplanted with live human fetal thymus tissues along with autologous CD34+ hematopoietic stem cells (Gorantla et al., 2010). These BLT mice gain human immunity as a functional human thymus can produce more proper humanized T cells. Therefore, these mice could be infected by HIV, causing CD4+ T cells depletion and prolonged viremia (Baenziger et al., 2006; Denton et al., 2010; Gorantla et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2007b). In addition, as the transplanted human cells can be maintained in the mucosal surface, the mice can be infected with HIV by the intravaginal and intrarectal routes (Joseph et al., 2010). This model has been used extensively to study the prevention or treatment of HIV infection with human-neutralizing antibodies, antiretroviral drugs and T cell-specific siRNA (Denton et al., 2010; Joseph et al., 2010; Kumar et al., 2008). Recently, the humanized mouse model has also been used in the TB infection research. Heuts et al. (2013) reported that humanized mice were infected with either Bacillus Calmette-Guerin (BCG) by intravenous injection or M.tb by aerosol. In contrast to the nonhumanized BCG-infected control, the core of the granulomas in humanized mice contained giant cells, human CD68+ macrophages, and high bacilli numbers surrounded by a layer of human CD3+ T cells and a fibrotic response encapsulating the lesion in the liver and lungs (Heuts et al., 2013). Paradoxically, humanized mice contained higher mycobacterial numbers in organs than nonhumanized controls (Heuts et al., 2013). The higher mycobacterial loads was mediated by the human CD4+ T cells, as BCG loads in the lungs or liver of anti-human CD4-treated humanized mice were reduced compared with nontreated humanized mice (Heuts et al., 2013). These humanized mice can be a good model in pathogenic infection and in the study of the formation and maintenance of human granulomas in TB.

Calderon et al. (2013) recently developed an improved humanized mouse model using NOD-SCID mice, which were engrafted with human fetal liver and thymus tissue, and supplemented with CD34+ fetal liver cells. The peripheral blood in well-reconstituted mice expressed high levels of human CD45 pan-leukocyte marker. Human T cells (CD3, CD4 and CD8), natural killer and monocyte/macrophages were observed within the human leukocyte population 12 weeks after engraftment. Human T cells in humanized mice were functionally competent as determined by proliferative capacity and effector molecule expression in response to positive stimuli. Once intranasally infected with M.tb, these humanized mice had progressive M.tb infection in the lung, which disseminated to the spleens and livers 2–8 weeks post-infection (Calderon et al., 2013). In addition to the organized granulomatous lesions, caseous necrosis, bronchial obstruction and crystallization of cholesterol deposits could be found in the sites of infected lungs. Importantly, human T cells were found in the lungs, liver and spleen at the site of inflammation and M.tb growth (Calderon et al., 2013). These findings clearly demonstrated the feasibility of using this mouse model for M.tb infection. However, there has been no report about using this model for M.tb/HIV co-infection studies.

HIV transgenic mice incorporating the entire vial genome have also been used in M.tb infection (Scanga et al., 2007). M.tb-infected mice showed an increase in HIV expression at the site of bacterial replication and associated with the areas of inflammation. M.tb induces HIV transgene expression by both TNF-dependent and independent mechanisms, the former playing a more substantial role at a later stage of infection. Antibiotic treatment of M.tb can markedly reduce HIV transgene expression. These data suggest that this animal model is useful in testing therapeutic regimens for reducing the disease burden in patients with HIV-associated TB (Scanga et al., 2007).

**MAC/SIV co-infection macaque model**

Macaques provide a valuable model for SIV and Mycobacterium avium complex (MAC) co-infection.
MAC is known to cause a severe opportunistic infection for HIV-infected people. Although the murine model of MAC infection is well established, this model is not suitable for investigating the interaction among the host, MAC and HIV. MAC in SIV-infected macaques is a frequent opportunistic infection that shares many features with humans infected with AIDS.

Through a retrospective analysis, Mansfield et al (1995) found that 17% (23/135) of SIV-induced simian AIDS macaques which received neither antiretroviral nor antimicrobial therapy were infected with MAC, and 31.3% (21/67) of the SIVmac251-infected macaques were MAC-positive. MAC positivity specifically for SIVmac29 and SIVmac239/316EM was detected in 1.9% (1/53) and 6.7% (1/15), respectively. In addition, compared to the SIV mono-infected macaques, animals with MAC had a longer mean survival after SIV primary infection and lower CD4 cell counts at death. However, the mechanism of the longer survival time in co-infected macaques remains unclear. Mansfield et al (2001) also developed an experimental system to co-inoculate rhesus macaques with SIV and a clinical MAC strain. By using this animal model, they found that the development of disseminated MAC is dependent on the SIV strain. The rhesus monkeys co-infected with SIVmac251 and MAC developed progressive disease, whereas the control animals infected with only MAC and animals co-infected with SIVmac239 or SIVmac239MER and MAC developed self-limiting infection. The ability of self-limiting infection which can eliminate mycobacterial disease was independent of the CD4 T cell counts and the viral load but associated with the size and composition of microgranulomas.

Whether infection with MAC among HIV patients is a result of recent exposure to virulent strains or reactivation of latent MAC infection is unclear at present. To address this question, Maslow et al (2003) cultured the tissue samples from SIV-infected as well as uninfected rhesus macaques, showing that 68.1% (32/47) SIV-infected and 22.2% (14/63) SIV-uninfected macaques were MAC-positive. Twenty-five SIV-infected animals and one uninfected animal were infected with MAC strain K128A, which is highly virulent for rhesus macaques (Newman et al, 1999). These data demonstrate that disseminated MAC disease appears to be from reactivation of latent infection, as well as from recent infection with virulent MAC strains.

**BCG/SIV co-infection macaque model**

The safety of BCG use in people infected with HIV has been controversial (Nuttall & Eley, 2011). To examine the impact of BCG inoculation on SIV replication, Cheynier et al (1998) repeatedly inoculated BCG to three SIVmac251-infected macaques by intravenous injection and showed that the recruitment of BCG-specific T cells facilitated SIV replication and dissemination. This finding was supported by another study (Zhou et al, 1999), showing that BCG-mediated T cell activation correlated with a marked increase in viral loads in SIV-infected macaques. Moreover, the prolonged T cell activation coincided with the enhanced depletion of CD4 T cells and the accelerated progression to clinical AIDS in the co-infected monkeys. Within 2 to 7 months after BCG co-infection, all chronically SIV infected monkeys died from AIDS, including TB-like disease. These results suggested that BCG-driven T cell activation may be an important mechanism that enhances the pathogenicity of HIV (Cheynier et al, 1998; Zhou et al, 1999). Surprisingly, in this study (Zhou et al, 1999), 2 weeks after simultaneous SIV and BCG inoculation, naïve monkeys manifested a T cell activation-related toxic shock syndrome and a profound depletion of CD4+ T cells. These co-infected naïve monkeys all died of AIDS within 2 months after co-infection. In contrast, the control SIV mono-infected naïve monkeys showed only a natural course of chronic SIV infection, and the BCG mono-infected naïve monkeys survived BCG infection. Thus, this SIV/BCG co-infection model supports the hypothesis that HIV and *M. tb* co-infection can remarkably impact AIDS virus-induced disease.

In another study (Croix et al, 2000), rhesus macaques were first infected with SIV/DeltaB670 and then inoculated with BCG. All animals had a dramatic transient increase in plasma viral loads and CCR5 expression on T lymphocytes after BCG inoculation. Two of the four SIV-infected animals had strong proliferative responses to PPD; the other two with poor responses developed disseminated BCG during the course of the experiment. The interaction of BCG with SIV was also examined in SIV-infected long-term non-progressor (LTNP) monkeys (Croix et al, 2000). Similar to the acutely infected monkeys, two of three LTNP had an increase in plasma viral loads and CCR5 expression, but none had accelerated progression to AIDS (Croix et al, 2000).
Newly acquired *M.tb* infection in HIV-infected patients can spread readily and progress to active TB disease (Daley et al, 1992). Following BCG co-infection, the SIV-infected macaques with high viral loads developed a SIV-related TB-like disease (Shen et al, 2004b; Shen et al, 2002a). The clinical symptoms included diarrhea, anorexia, weight loss and altered levels of consciousness, and pathological studies revealed the presence of disseminated granulomas. In contrast, co-infected macaques with low viral loads either showed no evidence of BCG-induced disease or developed focal granulomatous lesions (Shen et al, 2002a). The interaction between SIV and BCG may play a critical role in triggering the development of SIV-related TB-like disease. BCG infection can enhance the destruction of CD4+ T cells in macaques with high SIV loads. The progression of SIV disease led to marked suppression of BCG-specific T cell responses, causing the persistence of BCG infection and development of SIV-related TB-like disease. The naïve macaques simultaneously infected with SIV and BCG also developed the SIV-related TB-like disease (Shen et al, 2002a).

In order to examine antiretroviral therapy-induced restoration of memory anti-mycobacterial immunity, macaques were inoculated intravenously with BCG, then SIVmac251 and finally BCG again in 2-month intervals (Shen et al, 2001). The co-infected macaques received antiretroviral treatment, which controlled the SIV replication and the SIV-related BCG-induced disease. The resolution of this disease coincided with the restoration of PPD-specific T cell response. By contrast, the co-infected macaques which did not receive antiretroviral treatment had a depressed PPD-specific response and they all died from TB-like disease (Shen et al, 2001). The results of this study suggested that antiretroviral agents can improve the outcome of AIDS virus-related TB-like disease by restoring the *M.tb* specific immune response. Vγ2Vδ2+ T cells may contribute to adaptive immunity to mycobacterial infection (Shen et al, 2002b). Zhou et al (2003) investigated the Vγ2Vδ2+ T cells in SIV and BCG co-infected macaques. The primary and recall expansions of phosphoantigen-specific Vγ2Vδ2+ T cells can be found after BCG infection and BCG reinfection in control SIVmac negative macaques (Shen et al, 2002b; Zhou et al, 2003). Conversely, SIV infected macaques showed only subtle expansions of Vγ2Vδ2+ T cells in both peripheral and bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (Zhou et al, 2003). But this adaptive Vγ2Vδ2+ T cell responses during SIV/*M.tb* co-infection can be generated by effective antiretroviral treatment (Shen et al, 2004a).

**M.tb/SIV co-infection macaque model**

Safi et al (2003) was among the first to characterize the manifestations of *M.tb* and SIV co-infection, using Indian rhesus monkeys. In this study, 15 animals were vaginally infected with SIV/Delta B670; three animals died within 6 months after infection (Safi et al, 2003). The surviving 12 animals were divided into two groups at about 400 days post SIV infection. Six animals were infected intrabronchially with *M.tb* H37Rv (200 cfu/animal). Two of three co-infected animals with high levels of plasma viral loads had significant body weight loss, and died within 15 weeks after *M.tb* infection. All three animals with high levels of plasma viremia yielded *M.tb* from multiple organs with extensive inflammation and caseous necrosis. The other three animals with moderate levels of plasma viremia survived for 6 months after the *M.tb* challenge and showed no loss in body weight. Necropsy showed pulmonary granulomata and acid-fast organisms. Four of the six SIV mono-infected monkeys were alive without weight loss at the end of the study; the other two died of pneumonia and *M. avium* complex enteritis. In this study, the clinical, immunologic and pathologic findings in survived macaques were similar compared to humans with latent tuberculosis infection (LTBI). These observations suggested that an animal model of LTBI in SIV-infected macaques can be developed. Such a model can be used in investigating the immunologic and microbial factors in HIV and *M.tb* co-infection.

The cellular and molecular mechanisms of TB reactivation by HIV infection are unclear. HIV-infected patients with latent *M.tb* infection have a significantly greater risk of TB reactivation than HIV-negative individuals with latent TB, even if the CD4 T cells are well-preserved (Hanson et al, 1995; Mukadi et al, 1993; Post et al, 1995). To study the reactivation of TB, the latent *M.tb*-infected macaque models are needed. It appears that cynomolgus macaques are more suitable for latent *M.tb* infection than rhesus macaques. Diedrich et al (2010) showed that out of 10 cynomolgus macaques infected with *M.tb* Erdman strain, six were classified as latently infected, as these animals only showed TST positive but no signs of other clinical manifestation. However, when these animals were infected with
SIVmac251, they developed activated TB. Reactivation was independent of viral load but with early depletion of peripheral T cells during acute SIV infection (Diedrich et al, 2010). Comparing with SIV-mono-infected animals, co-infected animals had fewer CD4 T cells in involved lungs. The granulomas from the co-infected animals had histopathologic characteristics that are consistent with a chronically active disease process. These results suggested that initial T cell depletion may contribute reactivation of TB in HIV-M.tb co-infection. They also found the T cell cytokines responses in SIV/M.tb co-infected macaques are associated with timing of reactivation (Mattila et al, 2011). The M.tb-specific Th1 T cells responses were increased 3−5 weeks post SIV infection; more multi-functional CD4+ T cells 3−5 weeks post SIV infection and more Th2-polarized and fewer Th0, Th1-polarized CD8+ T cells 1-10 weeks post SIV infection were founded in animals reactivating <17 weeks post SIV infection than animals reactivating >26 weeks post SIV infection (Mattila et al, 2011). The distortions in pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory T cell responses have significant effects on the reactivation of latent TB.

Besides the TB reactivation cynomolgus model, Mehra et al (2011) also developed a similar model by using rhesus macaques at the same time. First, twelve Indian adult rhesus macaques were infected with 500 cfu M.tb CDC1551 via a head-only aerosol method. Eight weeks later, six animals with latent tuberculosis and four M.tb-negative animals were infected with SIVmac239 via intravenous injection (200 TCID50/animal). The co-infected group had significantly higher body temperature, CRP levels and body weight loss than the M.tb mono-infected group (Mehra et al, 2011). SIV not only reactive TB but also increase M.tb dissemination in latently infected monkeys as the co-infected group had shorter survival time and higher M.tb loads in multi-organs (Mehra et al, 2011). By using confocal microscopy, they also found M.tb and SIV can be in the same cells; numerous SIV-positive cells were located in the vicinity of M.tb infected cells (Mehra et al, 2011). This study suggests that rhesus macaques serve as an Excellent model to study the phenomena of M.tb latency and reactivation.

Although HIV patients are highly susceptible to M.tb, even with well-preserved CD4 T cell levels, the risk of M.tb infection increases as CD4 T cell levels decrease (Lawn et al, 2006; Mtei et al, 2005). CD4 T cells are still important in the protection against M.tb. CD4-depleted monkeys significantly had more severe gross pathology, bacterial burden, and dissemination of bacteria than the control animals (Lin et al, 2012). Out of six latently infected macaques treated with neutralizing antibody to CD4, three had clinical signs of reactivation, although M.tb-specific production of IFN-γ was similar to the latently infected control between CD4-depleted reactivators and nonreactivators (Lin et al, 2012). In contrast, SIV infection of latently-infected macaques led to reactivation in all the co-infected animals (Diedrich et al, 2010). CD4 T cells are important for the control of M.tb infection, but it is not the only immune factor impaired by HIV. HIV still has other ways to contribute to enhanced susceptibility of the host to M.tb infection.

Conclusion

The global HIV epidemic is driving the re-emergence of M.tb infection, resulting in an increasingly prevalent TB epidemic across the globe. The significant impact of both HIV and TB on socioeconomic and public health underscore the need for the development of new preventives and therapeutics, which require appropriate animal models for the evaluation. Fortunately, macaques have been recognized as a suitable animal model for both SIV and M.tb infection. The data generated from the literature clearly indicate that macaques are appropriate for the study of M.tb/HIV co-infection. However, more investigations on testing newly-developed TB or HIV vaccines in co-infected macaque model are very much needed. Such future studies should further prove that macaque model is a valuable animal model for M.tb and/or HIV research.
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